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ISIT Student Paper Award.The majority of the human genome
consists of repeated sequences. An important type of repeats
common in the human genome are tandem repeats, where
identical copies appear next to each other. For example, in the
sequence AGTCTGTGC, TGTG is a tandem repeat, namely,
it was generated from AGTCTGC by tandem duplication of
length 2. In this work, we investigate the possibility of generating
a large number of sequences from a small initial string (called
the seed) by tandem duplication of length bounded by a constant.
Our results include exact capacity values for certain tandem
duplication string systems with alphabet sizes 2, 3, and 4. In
addition, motivated by the role of DNA sequences in expressing
proteins via RNA and the genetic code, we define the notion of the
expressiveness of a tandem duplication system, as the feasibility of
expressing arbitrary substrings. We then completely characterize
the expressiveness of tandem duplication systems for general
alphabet sizes and duplication lengths. Noticing that a system
with capacity = 1 is expressive, we prove that for an alphabet
size ≥ 4, the capacity is strictly smaller than 1, independent of
the seed and the duplication lengths. The proof of this limit on the
capacity (note that the genomic alphabet size is 4), is related to
an interesting result by Axel Thue from 1906 which states that
there exist arbitrary length sequences with no tandem repeats
(square-free) for alphabet size ≥ 3. Finally, our results illustrate
that duplication lengths play a more significant role than the seed
in generating a large number of sequences for these systems.
Index Terms—Expressiveness, tandem repeats, finite automata,
irreducible strings. I. INTRODUCTION
More than 50% of the human genome consists of repeated
sequences [6]. These repeats are of two types i) interspersed
repeats and ii) tandem repeats. Interspersed repeats are caused
by transposons. A transposon (jumping gene) is a segment of
DNA that can copy or cut and paste itself into new positions
of the genome. Tandem repeats are thought to be caused by
slipped–strand mispairings [10]. Slipped–strand mispairings
are thought to occur when one DNA duplex becomes mis-
aligned with the other.
Tandem Repeats are common in both prokaryote and eu-
karyote genomes. They are not only present in intergenic re-
gions but also in both coding and non-coding regions. They are
thought to be the cause of several genetic disorders. The effects
of tandem repeats on several biological processes is understood
by these disorders. They can result in generation of toxic
or malfunctioning proteins, chromosome fragility, expansion
diseases, silencing of genes, modulation of transcription and
translation [12] and rapid morphological changes [4].
The significance of sequences with tandem repeats and the
fact that much of our unique DNA was likely originally a
repeated sequence motivates us to study the capacity and
expressiveness of string systems with tandem duplication. The
model of a string duplication system consists of a starting
string (seed) of finite length, a set of duplication rules and
the set of all the sequences that can be obtained by applying
the duplication rules on the seed a finite number of times. The
notion of capacity was defined in [3]. It represents the average
number of m-ary bits per symbol that are required asymptot-
ically to encode a sequence in the string system (m is the
alphabet size). The notion of expressiveness defined formally
later answers the question whether each of the finite length
sequence for a given alphabet can be obtained as a substring
of some sequence in the string system. Expressiveness and
capacity are closely related. More precisely, it is not difficult
to show if we have a system that is not expressive then capacity
< 1 [9].
A process that leads to tandem repeats is tandem duplication
which allows substrings of certain lengths to be duplicated
next to their original position. For example, from the sequence
AGTCGTCGCT , a tandem duplication of length 2 can give
AGTCGTCGCGCT , which if followed by a duplication
of length 3 can give AGTCGTCGTCGCGCT . Tandem
duplications have already been studied in [1], [2], [7], [8].
However the main concern of these works is to determine the
place of tandem duplication rules in the Chomsky hierarchy of
formal languages. A study related to our work can be found in
[3]. In [3], the authors show that for a fixed duplication length
the capacity is 0 in a tandem duplication string system. Further,
they find a lower bound on the capacity of these systems, when
duplications of all length are allowed. In this paper, we study
tandem duplication string systems where we consider all the
strings that can be obtained from a given starting string (seed)
via a finite number of tandem duplications. More precisely, we
consider tandem duplication string systems, where we restrict
the maximum size of the block being tandemly duplicated
to a certain finite length. In the rest of the paper, the term
tandem duplication string system refers to these kind of string
duplication systems.
Example 1: To illustrate the notion of expressiveness and
capacity for tandem duplication string systems, consider a
string system on binary alphabet where the seed = 01 and the
maximum allowable block size for duplication is 2. It is easy
to check that the set of strings that can be generated by this
system have to start with a 0 and end with a 1. In fact, it can
be proved that all binary strings of length n which start with 0
and end with 1 can be generated by this system. The proof is
based on the fact that every n length string which starts with
0 and ends with 1 can be rewritten as 0r11r2 ........0rm−11rm ,
where each ri ≥ 1 and m is even. Hence a natural way to
generate such a string from seed = 01 is to repeat 01 m2
times and then repeat each 0 or 1 at position i, ri times.
Expressiveness: 11010 cannot be generated by this system.
However, it can be generated as a substring of 0110101 in the
following way:
01→ 0101→ 010101→ 0110101.
If every binary string can be generated as a substring of some
larger string in the duplication system, then we say that the
system is expressive. In this case, since every binary string
starting with 0 and ending with 1 can be generated, we can
generate every binary string as a substring. Hence, the system
is expressive.
Capacity: The number of n-length strings in this string system
is 2n−2 and therefore the capacity is 1 bit/symbol.
Observing this fact for alphabet of size 2, one can ask
related questions on expressiveness and capacity for higher
alphabet sizes and duplication lengths. However, counting the
number of n- length sequences for capacity calculation and
characterizing expressive systems for higher alphabets is non-
trivial for higher alphabets. In this paper, we study these
questions and develop tools to answer them. It is interesting
to observe that the string system over binary alphabet in the
above example can be represented by a finite automata given
in Figure 1. The regular expression for the language defined
by the finite automata is given below which exactly represents
all binary strings that start with 0 and end with 1.
R01 = (0
+1+)
+ (1)
One can use Perron-Frobenius theory [5], [9] to count the
number of sequences which can be generated by a finite
automata. In this paper, we use finite automata as a tool to
calculate capacity for some string duplication systems with
tandem repeats over higher alphabet. In our results, we find
exact capacity of 0.876036 for a tandem duplication string
system over ternary alphabet with seed = 012 and duplication
size atmost 3. Furthermore, we show that for any tandem
duplication string system over ternary alphabet with maximum
duplication length 3, an expressive system does not exist.
However, if the maximum duplication length is 4 and the seed
is 012, then we get an expressive system. This shows that
for such string duplication systems, the maximum duplication
length plays a more significant role in generating larger
number of strings than the seed. Further to emphasize this
fact we prove that over all tandem duplication string systems
with a given alphabet size and maximum duplication length,
an expressive tandem duplication string system has maximum
capacity. We also find that for alphabet size > 3, an expressive
tandem duplication string system does not exist which shows
that full capacity (i.e. capacity = 1) cannot be achieved by a
tandem duplication string system for alphabet size > 3.
It is easy to check that for binary alphabet any sequence
of length ≥ 4 has a tandem repeat. The dependence of
expressiveness and capacity on alphabet size is intuitively
connected to a result by Thue [11] which states that for an
alphabet size > 2, there exists a square free sequence (se-
quence with no tandem repeat) for every length. In our proofs
of results on expressiveness, we elaborate on this connection
with Thue’s result. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II, we give some preliminary definitions
and notation. In section III, we provide our results on capacity
and expressiveness. We conclude the paper in section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let Σ be some finite alphabet. An n-string x = x1x2...xn
∈ Σn is a finite sequence where xi ∈ Σ and |x| = n. The set
of all finite strings over alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ∗. For two
strings x ∈ Σn and y ∈ Σm, their concatenation is denoted
by xy ∈ Σn+m. For a positive integer m and a string s, sm
denotes the concatenation of m copies of s. A string v ∈ Σ∗
is a substring of x if x = uvw, where u,w ∈ Σ∗.
A string system S ⊆ Σ∗ is represented as a tuple S =
(Σ, s, T ), where s ∈ Σ∗ is a finite length string (seed) which
is used to start the duplication process and T is the duplication
rule [3]. We denote by NS(n) the number of strings in S of
length n. The capacity of the string system S is defined as:
cap(S) = lim sup
n→∞
log|Σ|NS(n)
n
. (2)
Next, we define the notion of expressiveness. A string system
S is expressive if for each y ∈ Σ∗, there exists a z ∈ S,
such that y is a substring of z.
Tandem Duplication of length k: T tank : Σ∗ → Σ∗, is defined
as
T tank (x) = uvvw, where x = uvw, |v| = k. (3)
Furthermore, let T tan≤k denote the set of tandem duplications
of length at most k, i.e., T tan≤k = {T tank′ |k′ ≤ k}. With
this notation, for system considered in Example 1, S =
({0, 1}, 01, T tan≤2 ).
III. RESULTS AND PROOFS
Our first result is on the capacity of a tandem duplication
string system over ternary alphabet.
Theorem 1: For a tandem duplication string system S =
({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ), cap(S) = 0.876036.
Proof: We prove this theorem by designing a finite
automata for this system. Consider the finite automata given in
Figure 2. The finite automata is designed in such a way so that
it covers tandem duplications of length 1, 2 and 3. The self
loops on each state cover duplication of length 1, connections
Fig. 1: Finite Automata for S = ({a, b}, ab, T tan≤k ), where k ≥
2 (In binary alphabet, we do not gain anything by increasing
k above 2), a and b are distinct symbols.
Fig. 2: Finite Automata for S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ).
in between state pairs Si and Ti cover duplications of length
2, and the connections in between states S4, S5 and S6 covers
duplications of length 3. In the rest of the proof, we show that
the finite automata we construct in this way indeed represents
S under consideration.
The regular expression for the language defined by this finite
automata is given by
R012 = (0
+1+)
+
2+(1+2+)
∗
[0+(2+0+)
∗
1+(0+1+)
∗
2+(1+2+)
∗
]
∗
(4)
Let LR012 denote the language defined by the regular
expression R012 or finite automata in Figure 2. We claim that
Claim 1: LR012 ⊆ S
Before moving to the proof of Claim 1, we define the de-
duplication process. Consider a de-duplication map D≤k :
Σ∗ → PΣ∗≤k . Here PΣ
∗
≤k is the power set of strings in Σ
∗ which
do not have a tandem repeat αα, where |α| ≤ k. For x ∈ Σ∗,
D≤k(x) is the set of strings in PΣ∗≤k from which x can be
obtained by tandem duplications of size at most k. For exam-
ple, D≤3(010100001) = {01}, D≤3(2122221212) = {212},
D≤4(012101212) = {012, 0121012}.
Now, we show that for every string x ∈ LR012 , 012 ∈ D≤3(x)
or in other words every string x ∈ LR012 can be de-duplicated
to 012 using D≤3.
The regular expression R012 in Eq. (4) can be represented
as R012 = B1B2∗, where
B1 = (0
+1+)
+
2+(1+2+)
∗
(5)
B2 = 0
+(2+0+)
∗
1+(0+1+)
∗
2+(1+2+)
∗
(6)
It is easy to check that de-duplication D≤3 converts a+ → a,
a∗ →  or a, (ab)+ → ab, (ab)∗ →  or ab, (abc)+ → abc
and (abc)∗ →  or abc, where a, b and c are distinct.
Next, we show that applying de-duplication D≤3 on B1 gives
012 and on B2 gives either 02012 or 012.
i) De-duplication D≤3 on B1: de-duplication
(0+1+)
+
2+(1+2+)
∗ → 012(12)∗ → 012.
ii) De-duplication D≤3 on B2 :
0+(2+0+)
∗
1+(0+1+)
∗
2+(1+2+)
∗ → 0(20)∗1(01)∗2(12)∗
→ 0(20)∗1(01)∗2→ 0(20)∗12→ 02012 or 012.
Therefore, B1B2∗ can be de-duplicated to 012 by applying
D≤3 since
B1B2
∗ → 012(02012)∗ → 012
or
B1B2
∗ → 012(012)∗ → 012.
Hence, any x ∈ LR012 can be de-duplicated to 012 by D≤3
or in other words, each x ∈ LR012 can be obtained by tandem
duplications of length atmost 3 if the seed s = 012. Therefore,
LR012 ⊆ S.
Now, we claim that every x ∈ S also belongs to LR012 , i.e.
Claim 2: S ⊆ LR012
To prove this we need to show two things for the finite
automata in Figure 2:
i) It can generate 012.
ii) If the automaton can generate pqr, with p, q, r ∈ Σ∗ and
|q| ≤ 3, it can also generate pq2r.
(i) holds trivially. (See the path Start−S1−S2−S3 in Figure
2)
Before moving further, we define:
• Path Label (la): Given a path a in a finite automata, the
path label la ∈ Σ∗ is defined as the concatenation of
labels on the edges in the path.
• Path Length is the number of edges on the path.
For proving ii) we look at the adjacency matrix of the finite
automata and show that for each state C all the 1, 2 and 3
length paths that end in C have a corresponding path with the
same label which starts in C and ends in some state which
is equivalent to C. The proof details are omitted here (See
Appendix).
After proving S = LR012 , we use Perron-Frobenius The-
ory [5], [9] to count the number of sequences which can be
generated from this deterministic finite automata. We calculate
the maximum absolute eigen value e∗ of the adjacency matrix
B of the strongly connected component of the finite automata
in Figure 2 (i.e., S4, S5, S6, T4, T5, T6). B is given by
B =
 1 1 0 1 0 00 1 1 0 1 01 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1

e∗ = 2.618034 for B above. By Perron-Frobenius Theory,
cap(S) = log3 e
∗ = 0.876036 (upto 6 places of decimal).
Intuition as to why the capacity is less than 1: If we observe
the regular expression for the finite automata, we see that
we cannot generate a string which has 210, 021 or 102 as a
substring (which also means that the system is not expressive).
This further puts constraints on substrings of size > 3 that
can be generated using this finite automata. Hence, we cannot
achieve full capacity.
We know from Example 1 that the capacity for S =
({0, 1}, 01, T tan≤2 ) is 1. Using this result, we can calculate
the capacity for another tandem duplication string system
given by S1 = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤2 ). The main idea behind
the proof here is the fact that S1 can be decoupled into
two string systems equivalent to S. Similarly, we can cal-
culate the capacity for S2 = ({0, 1, 2, 3}, 0123, T tan≤3 ) since
it can be decoupled into two string systems equivalent to
S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ). We omit the proof details here
(See Appendix). Our capacity results are listed in Table I.
Σ s k Capacity
{0, 1} 01 1 = 0
{0, 1} 01 ≥ 2 = 1
{0, 1, 2} 012 2 = 0.630930
{0, 1, 2} 012 3 = 0.876036
{0, 1, 2, 3} 0123 3 = 0.694242
TABLE I: Capacity values for different string systems with
starting string s that allow tandem duplications upto size k.
The next few theorems are on the expressiveness of tandem
duplication string system,
Theorem 2: Consider S = ({0, 1, 2}, s, T tan≤3 ), where s
is any arbitrary starting string ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗. Then, S is not
expressive.
Proof: Before, we move to the proof, let us define the
notion of an irreducible string. A string x ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ is
irreducible if it does not have a tandem repeat αα, such that
|α| ≤ 3. For example, 01201, 01210, 02101, 01210121 are
irreducible strings. 01212, 021021, 01112 are not irreducible.
To prove Theorem 2, we construct an irreducible string which
cannot be generated by S as a substring of some y ∈ S.
At any stage of duplication in S, we can either do a tandem
duplication of length 1 or 2 or 3. The string z on which
the duplication is to be performed can be represented in the
following way z = uvw, where |v| ≤ 3 and v is the string that
is to be tandemly duplicated. From tandem duplication of v in
z, we get z∗ = uvvw. We consider the following 3 cases and
observe the irreducible substrings in z∗ which do not possibly
appear in z:
Case 1: |v| = 1, v = a1.
Here z = ua1v and z∗ = ua1a1v, the new substrings that we
see in z∗ are not irreducible. Since, they have a repeat a1a1.
Case 2: |v| = 2, v = a1a2.
Here z = ua1a2v, and z∗ = ua1a2a1a2v, the new possible
irreducible substrings that we see in z∗ of length ≥ 3 have
either a1a2a1 as suffix or a2a1a2 as prefix, which means that
if any new irreducible substring is generated in this step, either
i) the letter on its first and third position is same or ii) the letter
on its last and third last position are same.
Case 3: |v| = 3, v = a1a2a3.
Here z = ua1a2a3v, and z∗ = ua1a2a3a1a2a3v, the new
possible irreducible substrings that we see in z∗ of length ≥ 4
have either a1a2a3a1 or a1a2a3a1a2 as suffix or a3a1a2a3 or
a2a3a1a2a3 as prefix, which means that if any new irreducible
substring is generated in this step, either i) the letter on its first
and fourth position is same or ii) the letter on its last and fourth
last position are same.
Consider, an arbitrary irreducible string ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ of
length ≥ 4. Let b1b2b3b4 be its prefix and c4c3c2c1 be
its suffix. From the 3 cases considered above, we have
the following conditions, one of which has to be satisfied
by the irreducible substrings that can be generated by S,
b1 = b3 or b1 = b4 or c1 = c3 or c1 = c4.
Now, we need to show that there are irreducible strings that do
not satisfy any of the above 4 conditions. Consider irreducible
strings of the form t = (u2u1)
m
u2a or (u1u2)
m
a, where
u1 = ab, u2 = cb, m ≥ 1 and a, b and c are distinct symbols
∈ {0, 1, 2}. The 4-length suffix for strings of this form is bcba
and the 4-length prefix is either abcb or cbab. None of these
suffix or prefix satisfies any of the four conditions listed above.
Hence, if not present in the seed s, irreducible substrings of
this type cannot be generated by S. Since the seed s is of
finite length, we have for some m, an irreducible string t with
length > |s| which cannot be generated as a substring of some
string in S. Hence, S is not expressive.
Theorem 3: Consider S = (Σ, s, T tan≤k ), where |Σ| ≥ 4, s is
any arbitrary seed ∈ Σ∗ and k is some finite natural number,
then S is not expressive, which also implies cap(S) < 1.
Proof: In this proof, we slightly change the definition of
an irreducible string. We say that a string is irreducible if it
does not have a tandem repeat. Now, we can extend and imitate
the idea used in the proof of Theorem 2 (this time we have k
cases). Consider an arbitrary irreducible string ∈ Σ∗ of length
≥ k+1. Let b1b2.......bkbk+1 be its prefix and ck+1ck.......c1 be
its suffix. After considering k cases, we will get the following
2k − 2 conditions, one of which has to be satisfied by the
irreducible substrings that can be generated by S,
b1 = b1+i for some i ∈ {2, 3, 4, ..., k} or c1 = c1+j for some
j ∈ {2, 3, 4, ..., k}.
Now, we show a construction of an irreducible string ∈ Σ∗
which does not satisfy any of the above listed conditions.
Let Σ = {e1, e2, e3, ...., e|Σ|}. Let G = {x : x ∈
{e2, ...., e|Σ|}∗, |x| ≥ k − 1, x is irreducible}. Then, for any
y ∈ G, it is easy to check that t = e1ye1 does not satisfy
any of the 2k − 2 conditions listed above. By Thue [11], for
alphabet size ≥ 3, for any length there exists an irreducible
string. Therefore, for each length m ≥ k − 1, there exists a
y ∈ G with |y| = m. Since the seed s is of finite length,
for some m we have an irreducible string t with length > |s|
which cannot be generated as a substring of some string in S.
Theorem 4 : Consider S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤4 ), then S is
an expressive string system.
Proof: Theorem 4 can be proved by an induction argu-
ment on the length of the substring that we want to generate.
The system S considered in Theorem 4 clearly generates all
the strings which can be generated using the system considered
in Theorem 1. Looking at the finite automata in Figure 2 or
R012 in Eq. (4) for string system considered in Theorem 1,
it is easy to check that all possible 1 and 2 length strings
over ternary alphabet can be obtained as substrings. Hence,
all substrings of length 1 and 2 can be obtained using S
considered in Theorem 4. Now to prove that all substrings
of length 3 can also be obtained using S, it will be sufficient
to prove that 021, 102 and 210 can be obtained as substrings
using S, since other 3 length substrings can be obtained by
system considered in Theorem 1 (again by observing the finite
automata in Figure 2 or R012 in Eq. (4)).
To generate 210, 021 and 102 as substrings, here is the
method:
012→ 01212→ 012101212
012→ 012012→ 01202012→ 012021202012
012→ 012012→ 01202012→ 012020102012
For substring of length 4, we have the following 3 cases:
In case 1 and case 2 below, w is assumed to have at least one
occurence of each letter in the alphabet.
Case 1: The first 3 letters in the substring w are all distinct,
i.e., if w = w1w2w3w4, then w1 6= w2 6= w3. For generating
such w as a substring, we first generate w1w2w3 and then do
a tandem duplication of w3 if w4 = w3, of w2w3 if w4 = w2
and of w1w2w3 if w4 = w1.
Case 2: Exactly 2 letters in the first 3 letters of w are same,
i.e., if w = w1w2w3w4, then either w1 = w2 6= w3, or
w1 = w3 6= w2, or w1 6= w2 = w3, if w1 = w2, then we
first generate w1w3w4 and then do a tandem duplication of
w1 to get w = w1w1w3w4. If w1 6= w2, then we first generate
w′ = w4w1w2w3 as a substring, and then do a tandem
duplication of w′ to get w. (Note: w′ is of type considered
in Case 1 since w4 is different from both w1 and w2) .
Case 3: w has ≤ 2 distinct letters, such a w has a tandem
repeat. Therefore if w = xyyz, where either |y| = 2 and
|x| = |z| = 0, or |y| = 1 and |x| ≤ 1, |z| = 2− |x|, then we
first generate xyz and do a tandem duplication of y to get w.
Till now, we have shown that all substrings w of length ≤ 4
can be generated.
For generating a substring w with |w| > 4, we use in-
ductive argument. Let all substrings of length ≤ m can
be generated (here m ≥ 4), we need to prove that we
can generate all substrings of length m + 1. Consider an
arbitrary w = a1a2....amam+1, by induction assumption
w′ = a1a2...am can be generated. Here, we have two
cases: i) If all the three letters in the alphabet occur atleast
once in am−3am−2am−1am, then w can be generated as a
substring by a tandem duplication of some suffix of size
≤ 4 of w′. ii) If atleast one letter in the alphabet does not
occur in am−3am−2am−1am, then am−3am−2am−1am is a
sequence over binary alphabet and hence is of the form xyyz
(|y| = 1 or 2), therefore w can be generated as a substring
by tandem duplication of y on a1.....am−4xyzam+1. (Note
|a1....am−4xyzam+1| ≤ m). Hence, we have proved Theorem
4.
Remark 1: It is important to note that in case (ii) above
the binary sequence am−3am−2am−1am has a tandem repeat.
If the original alphabet size |Σ| was > 3, then this is not
guaranteed over |Σ| − 1-ary sequence of any length because
of Thue’s result [11].
Remark 2: For S = ({0, 1}, s, T tan≤1 ), (01)m cannot be
generated as a substring of any string ∈ S for some m.
Table II gives a complete characterization of the expressive-
ness of tandem duplication string systems.
Theorem 5: For an expressive tandem duplication system S =
(Σ, s, T tan≤k ), cap(S) ≥ cap(S′), where S′ = (Σ, s′, T tan≤k ).
i.e. the capacity cannot be improved by only changing the
seed if a tandem duplication string system is expressive for
some seed s.
Proof: Since S is expressive, therefore s′ can be generated
as a substring of some string z ∈ S. Now, consider Sz =
(Σ, z, T tan≤k ), since z ∈ S ⇒ Sz ⊆ S, therefore cap(S) ≥
cap(Sz). Also z = αs′β, where α, β ∈ Σ∗. For any x ∈ S′,
αxβ ∈ Sz which implies that NS′(|x|) ≤ NSz (|x| + |α| +
|β|), since |α| and |β| are finite, we have cap(Sz) ≥ cap(S′).
Hence, cap(S) ≥ cap(S′).
Remark 3: By Theorem 3, |Σ| ≤ 3 in Theorem 5.
Σ s k Expressive Reason
{0} 0 ≥ 1 Yes Trivial
{0, 1} arbitrary 1 No Remark 2
{0, 1} 01 ≥ 2 Yes Example 1
{0, 1, 2} arbitrary ≤ 3 No Theorem 2
{0, 1, 2} 012 ≥ 4 Yes Theorem 4
Size ≥ 4 arbitrary arbitrary No Theorem 3
TABLE II: Expressiveness of tandem duplication string sys-
tems where the maximum duplication length is k.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is still not clear to us what conditions on alphabet size,
seed and maximum duplication length are needed for a tandem
duplication string system to be representable as a regular
language. As a future work, we would like to answer this
question or develop other tools to calculate exact capacity
or tight upper and lower bounds for such string duplication
systems.
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APPENDIX
• Claim 2 in Proof of Theorem 1: We claim that every
x ∈ S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ) also belongs to LR012 ,
i.e.
S ⊆ LR012 .
Proof: To prove this we need to show two things for the
finite automata in Figure 2:
i) It can generate 012.
ii) If the automaton can generate pqr, with p, q, r ∈ Σ∗
and |q| ≤ 3, it can also generate pq2r.
(i) holds trivially. (See the path Start−S1−S2−S3 in
Figure 2)
Before proving (ii), we define:
– Path Label (la): Given a path a in a finite automata,
the path label la ∈ Σ∗ is defined as the concatenation
of labels on the edges in the path.
– Path Length is the number of edges on the path.
For proving ii) we show that for each state C all the 1,
2 and 3 length paths that end in C have a corresponding
path with the same label which starts in C and ends in
some state which is equivalent to C. In order to prove
(ii), we need to show the following condition holds for
all states in Figure 2
Condition 1: For each state C in Figure 2, if q (|q| ≤ 3)
ends at C, then there is a path with the label q which
starts in C and ends in a state equivalent to C.
If condition 1 is true for a given state Co, it means that
if pqr (|q| ≤ 3) can be generated by finite automata in
Figure 2 with q ending in Co, then pq2r can also be
generated.
Below is a property which is sufficient for Condition 1
to hold for a given state.
Property 1 for a path of length j: Given a state u and a
j = 1, 2 or 3, let Puj be the set of all j-length paths
ending in u and Quj be the set of all j-length paths
starting and ending in u. We say, property 1 holds if⋃
a ∈ Puj la =
⋃
a ∈ Quj la.
In rest of the proof we show that Condition 1 holds for
all states in Figure 2.
Part 1 : We prove that Property 1 holds for all states
{S4, S5, S6, T4, T5, T6} in Figure 2 for paths of length
1, 2 and 3. This is shown by computing A1, A21 and
A31, where A1 is the adjacency matrix of the strongly
connected component of the finite automata given in
Figure 2. It is sufficient to consider only states in the
strongly connected component here, since for every path
starting from any state ∈ {S1, S2, S3, T2, T3} and ending
in any state ∈ {S4, S5, S6, T4, T5, T6}, there is a corre-
sponding path with the same labels starting from some
state ∈ {S4, S5, S6, T4, T5, T6}. In fact, in finding the
corresponding path, one can substitute S1 by S4, S2 by
S5, S3 by S6, T2 by T5 and T3 by T6. For example,
the path S2 − S3 − S4 − T4 has the same path label as
S5 − S6 − S4 − T4.
The adjacency matrix A1 where x, y and z represent
edges labelled by 0, 1 and 2 respectively is given by
A1 =

x y 0 z 0 0
0 y z 0 x 0
x 0 z 0 0 y
x 0 0 z 0 0
0 y 0 0 x 0
0 0 z 0 0 y

A21 =

x2+zx y2+xy yz z2+xz yx 0
zx y2+xy z2+yz 0 x2+yx zy
x2+zx xy z2+yz xz 0 y2+zy
x2+zx xy 0 z2+xz 0 0
0 y2+xy yz 0 x2+yx 0
zx 0 z2+yz 0 0 y2+zy

By observing A1 and A12, we can easily see that the
diagonal entries in both the matrices is the union of
the corresponding column. This means that Property 1
holds for 1 and 2 length paths. By computing A13 using
computer it can be checked that Property 1 holds for all
3 length paths as well.
Part 2 : Here, we prove that Condition 1 holds for all
states ∈ {S1, S2, S3, T2, T3}. We first prove that property
1 holds for all states ∈ {S1, S2, T2, T3} for paths of
length 1, 2 and 3 and holds for S3 for paths of length 1
and 2. Next, we show that Property 1 does not hold for
paths of length 3 for S3, however Condition 1 still holds.
Observe that there is no path of any length from
any state ∈ {S4, S5, S6, T4, T5, T6} to any state ∈
{S1, S2, S3, T2, T3}, hence we only need the 5 X 5
adjacency matrix of {S1, S2, S3, T2, T3} represented by
A2 which is given by
A2 =
 x y 0 0 00 y z x 00 0 z 0 y
0 y 0 x 0
0 0 z 0 y

A22 =

x2 xy yz yx 0
0 y2+xy z2+yz x2+yx zy
0 0 z2+yz 0 y2+zy
0 y2+xy yz x2+yx 0
0 0 z2+yz 0 y2+zy

By observing A2 and A22, we see that the diagonal en-
tries in both the matrices is the union of the corresponding
column. This means that Property 1 holds for all states
∈ {S1, S2, S3, T2, T3} for paths of length 1 and 2. By
computing A23 using computer, it can be checked that
that Property 1 holds for all states ∈ {S1, S2, T2, T3} for
paths of length 3 as well.
For S3, there is a 3-length path S1 − S1 − S2 − S3 with
label 012, for which there does not exist a corresponding
path with the same label which starts and ends in S3
due to which property 1 does not hold for S3 for paths
of length 3. But, for this 3-length path, we can traverse
S3−S4−S5−S6 which also has label 012, to get p(012)2.
Now, since S3 and S6 are equivalent, p(012)
2
r can be
generated.
Hence, by Part 1 and 2, Condition 1 holds for all states
and hence (ii) holds. Thus, we have proved Claim 2.
• Calculation of Capacity for S1 = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤2 )
and S2 = ({0, 1, 2, 3}, 0123, T tan≤3 ).
Before, we calculate the capacities for S1 and S2, we
state and prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1: For a string duplication system S =
({a1, a2, ..., a|Σ|}, a1a2....a|Σ|, T tan≤k ), for each x ∈ S if
i < j, then the last occurrence of ai in x is before the
last occurrence of aj .
Proof: We prove this using induction on the number of
steps required to generate a x ∈ S.
Consider a string x ∈ S that can be generated in
one step, to generate such a x a substring of s =
a1a2....a|Σ| of size ≤ k is chosen and is tandemly
duplicated. The substring is of the form ap....aq , where
1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ min {p+ k − 1, |Σ|}. Then x =
a1a2...ap..aqap...aqaq+1....a|Σ|, hence Lemma 1 holds
∀ x ∈ S which can be generated in one step.
Now, suppose Lemma 1 holds ∀ x ∈ S that can be
generated in ≤ m steps. We need to prove that Lemma
1 holds ∀ x ∈ S that can be generated in m + 1 steps.
Let x′ = uyvw be a string ∈ S that can be generated
in m steps. Hence, Lemma 1 holds for x′. Here w starts
with a1 and has only one occurrence of a1, i.e. the last
occurrence of a1 in x′ is the starting position of w. Now
to generate x from x′, we consider two cases:
Case 1: If a substring y of uyv is chosen and tandemly
duplicated, then x = uyyvw and Lemma 1 holds for x.
Case 2: If a substring z of w is chosen and tandemly
duplicated. Let w = w1zw2, and ap, .., aq have their
last occurrences (1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ |Σ|) in z (in the same
order), then a1, ...., ap−1 have their last occurrences in
w1 (in the same order) and aq+1, ...., a|Σ| have their last
occurrences in w2 (in the same order). After repeating
z, we have x = uyvw1zzw2. For x, a1, .., ap−1 have
their last occurrences in w1 (in the same order), ap, ..., aq
have their last occurrences in zz (in the same order)
and aq+1, ....., a|Σ| (in the same order) have their last
occurrences in w2. Hence, Lemma 1 holds for x.
Since, there was no restriction on the choice of x′ except
for that it can be generated in m steps, Lemma 1 holds
for ∀ x ∈ S that can be generated in m+ 1 steps. Thus,
we have proved Lemma 1.
Now, using Lemma 1 and our results on capacity of
S = ({0, 1}, 01, T tan≤2 ) and S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ),
we calculate the capacity of S1 and S2 respectively.
Example 2: Consider a string system S =
({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤2 ). For this system ∀ x ∈ S,
last occurrence of 0 is always before the first occurrence
of 2, since by Lemma 1, 0 and 2 are always separated by
atleast one occurrence of 1 and the maximum duplication
size is 2, hence the regular expression is given by:
R = R01
+R12
+ + 0+R12
+ +R01
+2+. (7)
Here R01 is given by Eq. (1) and R12 is same as R01
with 0 substituted by 1 and 1 substituted by 2. The finite
automata for this system is given in Figure 3. The number
Fig. 3: Finite Automata for S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤2 ). The
regular expression R = R+01R
+
12 + 0
+R+12 +R
+
012
+.
of strings that can be generated by this new system is of
the order n∗2n, which is asymptotically the same (to the
first order in the exponent) to that of the string duplication
system S = ({0, 1}, 01, T tan≤2 ) and hence the capacity for
this new system is given by log3 2 = 0.630930.
Example 3: Consider a string system S =
({0, 1, 2, 3}, 0123, T tan≤3 ). For this system ∀ x ∈ S, last
occurrence of 0 is always before the first occurrence of
3, since by Lemma 1, 0 and 3 are always separated by
atleast one occurrence of 1 and one occurrence of 2 and
the maximum duplication size is 3, hence the regular
expression is given by:
R = R012
+R123
+ + 0+R123
+ +R012
+3+. (8)
Here R012 is defined in Eq. (4) and R123 is same as
R012 with 0 substituted by 1, 1 substituted by 2 and
2 substituted by 3. The number of strings that can be
generated by this new system is of the order n∗30.876036n
which is asymptotically the same (to the first order in
the exponent) to that of the string duplication system
S = ({0, 1, 2}, 012, T tan≤3 ) and hence the capacity for this
new system is given by log4 3
0.876036 = 0.694242.
• Not Expressive ⇒ capacity < 1.
Proof: Since S is not expressive therefore there exists a
z ∈ Σ∗ such that z does not appear as a substring of
any y ∈ S. Let |z| = m, then for n = mλ + µ, where
λ ∈ {0, 1, 2, .....} and µ ∈ {0, 1, , ...,m− 1},
NS(n) ≤ (|Σ|m − 1)b
n
mc|Σ|µ.
Since m is finite, therefore cap(S) < 1.
